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Great events coming up at RLA
Bob Wright
Board Chair

and I cannot say enough
about the performance
of our staff and the leadIt is my sincere hope that ership of the Headmaster during this global
March Break provided
some well-deserved rest pandemic. Its effects on
the Academy have been
for each and every one
so greatly mitigated
of you. I had an opportunity to visit the Acade- through dedication and
my with Vice Chair Tim attention to detail on the
Hudak just before March part of our staff and as a
Board we are extremely
Break to speak with a
grateful.
number of staff. Board
member Mike Maislin,
So now it is my opporour finance chair and
tunity to speak optimisan alumnus, visited this
tically for the future.
week and as always we
Number 1, have you got
all came away incrediyour tickets to the Gala
bly impressed with the
yet? After a two-year hidedication of our staff
atus we are back and will
and their commitment
have a chance to meet in
to our students and our
person and celebrate the
program.
Academy. This year we
At this point I have an
abhorrence to using the
word Covid, but it is my
belief that we are leaving the worst behind us

have an opportunity to
present the Honourable
Rob Nicolson with the
John Brant Leadership
award. So please don’t

miss this long-awaited
opportunity to come out
and support the Academy.
Secondly, my personal
favourite is the Annual
Inspection. Please mark
your calendars now as
this is your opportunity
to see the boys at the
Academy on one of their
proudest days as they
display their accomplishments in Academics, Art, Music, Drama,
Cadets as well as Drill.
I look forward to seeing
you all there.

C Company Report

Changed for the better at Robert Land Academy
Barman DaSilva
Around a year and one month ago
I arrived at Robert Land Academy
on a cold winter morning. As
I walked through those big red
doors I walked through the halls
of HQ where I was greeted by
staff in their military clothing.
They started to teach me the
importance of “yes sir” and “no
sir”. They taught me how to walk
a certain and talk a certain way.
Immediately afterwards I was
given two bags and a lock box
which contained all my kit that I
would be using for the year. They
introduced me to the students of
C Company who would help me
for the first week get on track.
Through their guidance and
the staff ’s, I learned marching,
exiting, respect, and discipline.
From there we did PO’s which
worked on my physical and
mental health. At the beginning
I could only do ten pushups and
three chin-ups. I also didn’t know
how to run a 5K. Throughout my
time at Robert Land Academy I
have learned how to do things
quicker and better. I went from
ten pushups to 40 pushups and
three chin-ups to 20 chin ups. My
run increased from a 40-minute
run to a 25-minute run. It turns
out that the run is mental. Sure,
there is cardio and your legs but
for the most part it is your ability
to ignore the pain from cramps
and the urge to quit that gets you
through a PO run. From PO’s I
went to school and learned how
classes in the US trade off with

classes in Canada,
but specifically
Ontario. The classes
in the US are usually
based on one subject
and you do that for
a year. In Ontario
it is semester long
classes that change
every semester. The
last class I had taken
was a geometry class
and the class I was
taking that semester
in Ontario was a
functions class. From
there I learned the
academic schedule
and how to apply
that to what I have learned. I
also learned from my English
teacher how to properly write
an essay and also how to write
proper paragraphs. From there I
could apply that to the real world
where paragraphs and essays have
to be written as well as how to
talk in a job interview properly.
The academics at Robert Land
Academy have really changed
me mentally and have gotten me
to understand the fundamentals
of both writing, reading and
math like no other school that
I had been to. I also learned
how to do things academically
without being constantly helped
by another student or teacher,
which has helped me out in the
real world as well. Both the PO’s
and Academics have brought me
above and beyond the standard
of the Academy. This has allowed
me to achieve rank like Cadet and

Barman which have both taught
me a lot about myself and my
journey ahead. Cadet taught me
academics and being physical and
healthy. Barman has taught me
to go above that role and strive to
be someone more than capable of
going beyond the bare minimum.
I have been able to learn two
mess jobs that have helped me
become better outside of Robert
Land Academy as well as helped
me get a better grip on life within
the academy. My penmanship has
also gone up drastically which has
helped me in getting those jobs
as well as making my academics
more readable. After getting those
two mess jobs I became acting
house IC of three other students.
I helped them with their kit and
keep them on track while our
House IC was away. A few months
later I became the House IC of
Continued on Page 5

Message from the Headmaster

Much to look forward to in coming months
Looking to continue sports success in soccer & track
RD Smid, MMM, MB, CD
Lieutenant-Colonel (retired)
I trust that everyone had a relaxing
and enjoyable March Break with
friends and family. Whether
you travelled or not, having time
to recharge one’s batteries was
important for both staff and
students alike. We are officially
into Spring now with much to look
forward to in the coming weeks
and months.

their cohorts (ie companies) and
are wearing masks. However, daily
screening no longer takes place. At
the conclusion of this week, most
boys will no longer need to wear
masks (those who have travelled
internationally will need to do so
a little longer). Staff will continue
to wear masks but will move from
N95 to Non-Medical Masks which
will only be mandatory when inside
and where social distancing cannot
take place. Slowly but surely we are
returning to normal!

For those of you who live in
Ontario, you are no doubt
aware that there have been
some significant changes to
Covid protocols in the province.
Vaccine passports are no longer
required and masks are optional.
The Academy continues to
follow Public Health guidelines
in combating Covid and we
will continue to do so within
the parameters established by
the provincial government.
Accordingly, as I write this
immediately following March
Break, the boys are remaining in

I want to acknowledge the
outstanding work of our basketball
team who won their championship
game just prior to the Break.
Coach Krywulak and Coach Guy
did outstanding work preparing
this team to achieve greatness
despite difficult conditions. The
team itself really came together
and is an example to the whole
Academy of what can be
accomplished when you work hard
together. Soccer and track and
field are both starting up shortly
so hopefully we can continue this
success.

Gala

In less than a month we will be
holding our annual Gala at the
National Club in Toronto. The
purpose of the Gala is to award
the Honourable Rob Nicholson
the Brant award and to raise funds
for the annual Signature Project
of a completely new Science Lab.
I hope to be able to see many of
you there and I look forward to
communicating to you next month
on the success of this event!

The Robert Land Academy Gala

Saturday, April 23, 2022
The National Club, Toronto
www.events.rla.ca/gala

A Company Report

A light switch moment at the Academy
CBar. Mayer
Last June, despite what I
thought of school ending
well, my parents and
teachers did not share
my sentiments. The
beginning of summer
was a challenge, as
there were many new
and expected changes
to get used to. One day
my parents seemed
unusually chipper and
had some overly exciting
news for me. I was
hoping they were going
to tell me that COVID
was over, or we had won
a cruise to Hawaii or ski
trip to the Swiss Alps.
No, they had a different
kind of news.

summer, Joseph,
my nemesis,
was always
competing with
me. There were
some things
that I did like,
such as; air soft
games, archery,
shooting and
of course the
tuck shop –
especially the
nacho cheese
Doritos.

Returning for
the regular
school year was
like a different world in
the same location. RLA
was stricter, yet more
organized. The staff faces
were the same, but the
names and uniforms
My parents were so
were different. Campers
excited to let me know
were now students,
about this new and
and students had more
exciting camp called
responsibilities, yet
Niagara Adventure
more opportunities. A
Camp, and that it was
lot of my peers said they
being run out of a
private military school in did not like the recruit
course, but I was relieved
the Niagara region. The
to learn all about the
positivity and praise in
Academy and what my
their sales speech about
new responsibilities
the camp was unusually
were. I distinctly
noticeable.
remember hating every
step of Fall Ex training.
When I arrived at
The Fall Ex was not my
RLA for the Niagara
favourite time this year,
Adventure Camp, I had
but the feeling I had
no idea what to expect.
ascending the stairs on
My first impression was
it seemed like a prison. I the escarpment up to
am not exactly sure why, Queenston Heights was
other than there seemed my reward. If that is
what accomplishment
to be staff everywhere.
feels like, I wanted more.
Having said that, I was
mostly angry during the It may have also been

extreme relief?!?
Sometime in November,
I was told to move
Houses from Sheaffe to
Brock. For some reason
this seemed nerveracking at the time.
Although a light switch
moment happened
when two of my new
housemates Cdt.’s Davies
and Tao took extra
time to show me tricks
to improve the kit in
my locker. It was like
they were the hand that
forced a light switch to
move from off to on.
They inspired me to not
only compete with them
to have the best kit, but
to have the best kit in the
barracks.
After several weeks of
competing with twentyone others for the best
kit in the barracks, a job
in the Mess Hall became
available. I was asked if I

was going to apply for it.
I thought, why bother,
I will not get it. Then I
remembered that others
had inspired me to be
better, this was how I
would inspire someone
else to be better. So, I
applied...and got the
position. Like most
others, I was clueless
at first, but by putting
my best effort forward
and learning from
constructive criticism
over time it got better.
This job has helped me
organize larger groups
of people, improving
time management,
problem solving, as
well as being more
successful at juggling
multiple responsibilities
simultaneously. And
now, I am training two
others to learn how to do
this job successfully in
hopes that they will have
that light switch moment
too!

B Company Report

Grateful for opportunity to attend the Academy
Cadet Malabre
When I first came to
RLA I was not in the
best of shape. My grades
were barely passing and
my relationship with my
parents was in very rocky
water. My first couple of
days at the Academy were
a massive culture shock to
me. But as time went on
RLA got easier and easier
and I soon developed a
routine. And being here
isn’t that bad after you get
into a good routine and a
good way of doing things.
After that first half
semester my life changed
for the better. I was
getting physically in
shape and my grades
skyrocketed. I developed
different habits while
here. But the following
year I got sent back. I and
my parents agreed that
there was more work to
be done, and so I came
back in September.
I completed the Fall
Ex and completed so

many goals that I would
never have thought to
accomplish today. Then
in November basketball
season started and I
made the team only being
in Grade 10. I started
feeling whole again like
I got my life on the right
track finally I lost a lot
of weight and I’ve never
felt better about myself.
And my parents and
I have built up a great
relationship with them
and I’ve never felt happier.
I mean obviously it’s not
going to be the best at
RLA 24/7. You will feel
sad, lonely, homesick,
angry or whatever you’re
going through. But if
you keep yourself busy,
have a positive attitude
to whatever this school
throws at you, you’ll
make it and you might
not realize that you are
actually having a little
fun.
Like this year we made
the championship for
basketball and won. It was

probably one of the
greatest feelings I’ve ever
had and didn’t want it
to stop. AS I said before
though, RLA will be
rough and a change in the
start it will be hard but if

you do what you need
to do and help yourself
change you’ll see the
difference and the smile
that difference can bring
to you face is like no
other.

Changed for the better at Robert Land Academy
Continued from Page 2

that section which has helped my
leadership skills and my ability to
speak clearly and understandably.
These skills and jobs that I have
been able to learn and take part
in is one of the many reasons
why Robert Land Academy has

changed me for the better. I
have also learned how to shine
my boots and dress shoes better
which has allowed me to pass my
knowledge onto others and make
them a better person overall.
Ironing my clothes to make them
look perfect for inspection is
much like what you do in other

jobs to that has taught me how to
prepare for jobs like that in the
future. Overall I would like to say
that Robert Land Academy has
changed every single person here
in a positive way. It has certainly
done that for me and I am glad I
have been able to be here for those
reasons.

On the nature of happiness and modern parenting
Dr. David Harley
Deputy Headmaster
In a previous newsletter
I raised the issue of
‘happiness’. The famous
British philosopher and
mathematician Bertrand
Russell wrote a book
in 1932 entitled The
Conquest of Happiness
for which he was later
awarded a Nobel Prize
in Literature. His wife,
not to be outdone wrote
her own contribution
in a book that she
entitled “The Right to Be
Happy”. Perhaps their
disagreement on this
topic as well as others
contributed to their later
acrimonious divorce.
There is little doubt that
there is a huge difference
in the belief that
happiness is dependent
upon an internal
psychological struggle to
achieve it and that of it
being an inherent right
belonging to everyone.
We generally assumed
what makes up happiness
as being obvious until
such time as we start
thinking about it. Then,
like so many things in life,
it becomes increasingly
complicated the closer we
look.
In the simplest terms,
happiness is applied to
getting what you want
when you want it just
as freedom is applied to
doing what you want to
do when you want to. The
latter is quickly delineated
by the acknowledgement
that nobody should have
the freedom to wantonly
do whatever they want to.

The former is delineated
by the awareness that
getting what you need
is more important
than getting what you
want. Freedom without
regard to the interests
of others descends into
pure selfishness. Always
getting what you want will
only give rise to wanting
more which can only
lead to frustration when
limits are finally reached.
The human ego after all,
like gas expands to fill
available space.
One of the most
commonly shared
mistakes of modern
parenting is the belief that
the role of the parents
is to make children
happy. How many of
us have witnessed the
embarrassed mother at
the grocery checkout
where the child reaches
for a strategically located
candy bar and howls in
anger when the mother
says no all the time
surrounded by other
customers looking on
as her embarrassment
increases? How many of
us have seen the mother
give in and exchange
the candy for a cessation
of hostilities and how
many of us have realized
that the next battle will
be even harder for her
to win? Securing the
happiness of the child by
surrendering to his or
her demands is mistaking
surrender for victory.
It is important to keep
the visual picture of this
episode vividly in mind
for it encapsulates at once
the challenges and pitfalls
of parenting.

I would agree with
Russell that considering
happiness as a right is
absurd in that it is not
something that can
be simply bestowed
upon anyone. Equally,
happiness is not
something that can be
guaranteed. It makes
no more sense to say
that everyone has the
right to be happy than
it is to say that everyone
has the right to be
healthy. One could argue
that everyone has the
right to have access to
healthcare but clearly not
if you are a Republican.
However, universal
access to healthcare does
not guarantee health.
Personal health where
not directly jeopardized
by our own biology or
misfortune is our own
responsibility. Equally,
happiness where not
undermined by our
brain chemistry or
personal misfortune
is the responsibility of
each of us in terms of
balancing infinite wants
to the restrictions of finite
reality.
Years ago, when
researching educational
theories and theorists,
I concluded that every
person felt that they were
an expert in parenting
because they themselves
had been parented.
They might need
instructions as to how
to drive a car but none
felt it necessary to take
a course on parenting.
They would simply
attempt to duplicate all
the good things about

their own upbringing
and eliminate the
things that they did not
like. Surely this would
produce a much better
version of themselves.
What resulted was not
an improvement over
their own good selves
or even a duplication. It
became apparent that
the bad had contributed
as much as the good to
the development of their
personality and character.
A few years ago, I was
listening to a BBC
broadcast where the
discussion was the
exponential increase
in various childhood
allergies. Various
theories were produced
including sunspots and
food dyes. An interesting
study from a premiere
university suggested
another theory. These
increases they found were
directly proportionate
to the increased use
of dishwashers over
handwashing of dishes the
former virtually sterilizing
dishes whereas the
later left some bacterial
residue, The elimination
Continued on Page 8

RLA Deputy Headmaster wins essay contest
Robert Land Academy is a member of the Association
of Military Colleges and Schools of the United States
(AMCSUS). The only Canadian school to be a member
in fact.
The school takes part in AMCSUS’ annual conferance
and competitions, the last two years virtually. Some of
you may remember RLA’s juniors won the Logic Bowl
competition last year.
This year students once again competed in the Logic
Bowl and the Physical Training Challenges, completing
the activities on campus under the watchful eye of staff
and sending their results to AMCSUS. This year, staff
also took part in an AMCSUS competition - an essay
contest.
It is no surprise to us that Dr. David Harley won the
staff category of the essay contest, and received a
beautiful medal by mail a few weeks after the conference had concluded. His essay, on the opportunity for
success and the role of a mlitary school in success, is
below.
Everyone at RLA congratulates Dr. Harley on his
award-winning writing.
Our Military Schools and the Renewal of a Mission
Dr. David Harley
B.A.Hons.,M.A.,M.A.,Ph.D. (Toronto)
D.B.T.Cert. (Toronto)
Deputy Headmaster
Robert Land Academy
I recently saw a poster depicting a diverse group of happy
teenagers with the caption “Every Student has the Right to
Success”. The statement was made without qualification or
explanation because it was assumed to be a simple matter
of fact. But like so much in ‘progressive’ education today, it
may be a simple statement but hidden within it are numerous complex assumptions the majority of which are quite
often arguably false. For whereas most of us would have no
problem agreeing that everyone should have the opportunity be successful, few would want to admit to it as having the
status of being a guarantee in life. After all, that is what a
right is supposed to be—a guarantee not an option. Indeed, the very suggestions that it is a right seems to assume
that success is something given rather than earned and or
that lack of success would involve that right having been
taken away or somehow impeded. Therefore, in furtherance of this right, one assumes that difficulties or obstacles
should be removed or should never have been present.

Yes, there are all manner of reasons to explain why a person
is not successful but interestingly enough they are often
the very reasons one can point to explain why a person is
successful. For ironically, every successful person becomes
successful by overcoming obstacles and difficulties rather
than succumbing to them. I have never read any biography
or autobiography of a remarkable individual with a perfect
upbringing and life without pain, loss and conflict. Perfect
upbringings and childhoods often produce very dull and
complacent adults and if they cease to be so, it is entirely
because of the conflict between their childhood and adult
experiences. What defines us as human beings is character
and character consist in not what we are given but in what
we make of what we are given; not what we are not given
but what we make out of what we are not given.
The focus on the importance of character is a recently
discovered topic in modern education and whereas it is
sometimes discussed, this is normally in the context of the
belief that it can be taught in a classroom with a blackboard
and a stick of chalk. But character is not something that can
be taught. It is a quality that appears spontaneously but can
also be accessed and nurtured within an appropriate environment. It has long been the central focus of all military
schools to precisely do that. They have always been united
in their common understanding that knowledge without the
ability to act is a self-limiting objective. Education within
the military context has always been related to character

Continued on Page 8

On the nature of happiness and modern parenting
of bacteria and the
resulting adjustments the
body had been required
to make paved the way to
increased vulnerabilities.

I would like to close these
remarks by saying that
the obstacles that one
person can cite for their
misfortunes another
can cite as the reasons

for their success. The
belief that a perfect
environment produces
perfect children and
offspring seems to be
a logical tautology, but

experience indicates
otherwise. Lemonade
cannot exist without
lemons.

RLA Deputy Headmaster wins essay contest cont’d
and character has always been related to a sense of strong
individualism. In youth, strong characters often bring their
own issues to the table. Even today, in their youth the best
future leaders often display the same central characteristics:
strong willed, highly intelligent, manipulative, testing limits
and subject to impulsivity.
A main purpose if not the main purpose of a military
education is to help students to develop the self-control
and self-direction required to channel their energies and
abilities. The main lesson —— teaching them that personal freedom does not consist in doing what you want but
in being able to control yourself to do what you need to
do. In this way, you can realize goals and ambitions while
having the knowledge necessary to formulate strategies and
alternatives of action. A fusion of emotion and intellect
provides the underlying framework, and their successful
integration forms the mental landscape in which individual
fulfillment and personal happiness can flourish.
The ancient Greeks introduced to Western civilization the
notion of the person as a complex entity made up of three
parts. Aristotle, for example, stated that man had three
souls: vegetative, animal, and rational. However, an analogy that was sometimes employed was that of a chariot, the
charioteer, and the horse. A successful balance of the three
was made possible by balancing strengths against weaknesses. A very strong horse with an inexperienced charioteer
would spell disaster as would a strong horse, an experienced
charioteer, and a defective chariot. The fastest chariot
would be the one that matched a skilled charioteer, a strong
horse, and a sound chariot. The analogy carries well to the
intellectual, emotional, and physical elements that make all
of us what we are.
Needless to say, that many of our young possess strong
horses and delude themselves with the feeling that whatever
direction they are pulled in by them is the direction that
they wanted to go in the first place. The separation of horse
and driver requires the realization that they are not one and
the same. What is felt is not what is thought. Feelings can
serve to energize thought, but more often than not feelings
can only serve to distort and impede it. The introduction

of direction and its pursuit requires the introduction of
purpose. Purpose, if it is not to be defined only in terms
of self-advancement, needs to incorporate purposes beyond the self and to extend to others. Indeed, the index of
morality seems to be inexorably tied to the extent to which
actions take into account the well-being of others in concentric waves beyond us like those emanating from a stone
tossed into a pond.
Again, military schools have traditionally valued and fostered not only self-control but also the subjugation of the
self to the group, to the unit and to the country. with each
layer inexorably connected to the next. Self-sacrifice is the
ultimate testimonial of the subjugation of personal interests to a higher purpose. As such, military schools have
always promoted the view that an education is not only to
secure employment but also to produce useful contributing
members of society capable of transcending mere self- interest towards altruism and in so doing invigorate the basis
of the society to which they belong and the democracy in
which they participate. For it has been often said that the
quality of a democracy is entirely dependent upon the decision-making ability of its electorate and that ultimately falls
upon education to provide.
Military schools were never intended to simply produce
soldiers. It was well understood that most graduates were
never destined to be professional soldiers albeit that they
might be called upon to serve for a period of their life.
Ultimately, the objective was to produce good people who
added more to existence than they took away and worked
together with others to advance mutual values and objectives. Such people used to be called good citizens. However, in current times, one hardly ever hears that expression as
the focus on citizenship has given way to referring to people
as consumers.
It is sometimes argued that if everyone pursues their own
selfish direction vigorously that societies best interests can
be achieved. Facing challenges with courage and resolve are
the keys to success both on a personal and collective level.
This is an outcome that can never be given or guaranteed
but must always be earned.

The importance of
the process

Skill specialization
or diversity?

Major Bill Simmons
Academic Officer

Captain Troy Krywulak
Athletic Director

It has been some time
since I have taught Grade
12 Writer’s Craft, so I had
forgotten the difficulty
students have with the
difficulty of not just writing
but writing well. In a recent
unit that centered on the
creation of a poetry anthology, I have watched
students struggle, become frustrated, and feel
hopeless trying to achieve what William Faulkner
believed was the only thing worth writing about:
characters in conflict with their own hearts. So, for
two weeks I have watched your sons struggle through
a process. It was painful. For them and for me.

In Malcolm Gladwell’s book
Outliers, Gladwell contends
that skill mastery is primarily
a function of hard work and
time. Based on the scholarship
of Anders Ericcson, Gladwell
presents the 10,000 hours
rule - that mastery of complex
skills requires 10,000 hours of deliberate practice.

But the pen-throwing, deeps sighs, eraser marks, and
whispered curses bore the fruit of the imagination.
One student showed me that “The sky is serene
and vast and beautiful”; another informed me that
“Sorrow sounds like angry waves”; I was painted a
paradox that sadly I was there “Only to see there is
nothing in sight”; another more cheerful writer put
me in the “pouring rain where the children formed a
dancing train”; and another student took me through
life and death as “the dove flies out of the womb
toward the crow calling its inevitable doom.” Each
poet struggled with a process to create a meaningful
and new way to envision the world.
We often want to forfeit the process in favour of
expediency. Unfortunately, if we relinquish the
process, if we defer the struggle, we will also abandon
the beauty that broods in our travail.

Gladwell’s work presents a powerful idea. It is time,
not innate talent, that determines success in a field.
Consequently, Gladwell’s 10,000 hours approach
has been adopted by many in the fields of sport,
education, and the arts. It has resulted in children
being placed in specialized environments at earlier
stages to ensure they achieve the requisite amount of
deliberate practice before adulthood. For example,
soccer clubs initiate intensive, competitive Academy
training programs for children beginning at age
seven.
While recent scholarship reinforces the notion
that deliberate practice under quality supervision
provides skill growth, it appears skill specialization,
especially at young age, has flaws.
Studies are revealing that specialization at an early
age undermines long-term growth. Providing diverse
experiences to children allows them to develop
literacy in more than one activity and translate skills
across environments. To illustrate, skill acquisition in
the game of chess teaches spatial awareness, strategic
decision-making, and implementation of strategic
offensive and defensive maneuvers - all critical
thinking skills beneficial in sports like basketball.
Moreover, exposure to a variety of activities permits
children to improve match quality and ensure they
are involved in activities that best fit their personality,
interests, and strengths.
As an organizer of RLA’s extra-curricular activity
program, I take pride in the diversity of our offerings.
Students can learn how to throw a jab at boxing
on Monday with ASM Zahra and then master the
Queen’s Gambit on Tuesday with Capt. Aoki. Students
can repair a vehicle with Mr. Blaney on Thursday and
then capture the perfect image at photography with
Lt. Lewis on Friday.

Getting back to normal at the Academy

Paul Zahra
ASM

I am very excited to get back to normal and I’ve said
this in the past, but it really looks like we are getting
back to normal. So, what does this mean for us? Starting March 31st, we will be back on the parade square
doing morning drill. Drill needs to tighten up gentlemen, we have a number of events that are coming
up. The gala, annual inspection and then ultimately
graduation. We will have parades for annual inspection and graduation. Friday April 1st we will be back
in garrison dress, and we will continue with that until
the end of the year. We will also hopefully be going
back to one meal timing. I will be redoing the mess
hall jobs list. I would like to give opportunity to boys
from each company to have a job or position in the
mess hall. If you are interested in in one of these positions, please write your memo addressed to me and
I will review your memo with the top three boys and
I will speak to you personally to let you know if you
have a position or not.

During staff training in August, we implemented the staff
hiring incentive program. The
incentive program offers staff
$500 for each new staff they
recommend to the Academy.
$500 will be paid for each new
staff brought into the Academy after six months from that
staff ’s enrollment date.

I am pleased to announce that two of our staff have
taken advantage of this program and WO. Paul Chaisson will be receiving a handsome bonus in April for
the two staff he recommenced to the Academy, Sean
Connors, and Donovan Silver.  
Congratulations WO Chiasson.
Just a reminder that this program is still available if
you recommend staff and the Academy hires them,
you will qualify for $500 in 6 months.  

Clubs Report

Developing
ato alldisciplined
mindset with chess
players. Random
Captain Ed Aoki
Chess Club

The RLA Chess Club is
a time when students
from all companies can
play chess in a relaxed
non-tournament setting.
There are, however, rules
for this club. Respect for
other players and for the
game is enforced. The
reason for this is because
chess is a game that develops a disciplined mindset.
A respectful environment
is necessary for this development to occur.
Chess is a game where
the rules, the board and
the pieces are transparent

chance does not exist in
this game. There are no
hidden bonuses. The
game is physically the
same for a beginner or a
Grandmaster. The differences in a game are psychological. Better players
win consistently because
they have developed
superior concentration
and have disciplined their
thinking. Because the
game of chess is transparent to all players equally,
the superior player has a
keener grasp of what is
on the chess board. They
have, in short, a better
grasp of reality.

One of the amazing
things about chess is that
this reality is a creation
between two people. The
moves and counter moves
coordinate to create a
structure that is totally
collaborative in origin.
The superior player will
be able to recognize the
true reality of the situation – a situation that has

been constructed by two
minds.
Chess is a game that
sharpens thinking. It is
a game about concepts
(strategy) and ideas
(tactics). This is the
contribution of this club
to the students of Robert
Land Academy. The chess
club is an opportunity for
intellectual training.

Family Guild Report

Greetings from the Family Guild
Lisa Thompson
Family Guild Chair
By now, our boys have
settled back at the Academy, after what was
hopefully, a restful and
enjoyable March break!
Personally speaking,
it was really nice to be
able to enjoy some time
outdoors, as a family, with
a bit of a break from our
hectic day-to-day routines.
Now with the nicer
weather, we are looking forward, with great
anticipation, to spring
and a number of events in

our calendar. It’s exciting
to actually think about
in-person events, once
again!
The first event that we are
really looking forward to
is the Mother Son day on
April 2nd. This is a new
addition to the Academy’s
calendar and is sure to
be a lot of fun spent with
your son and other moms
and guardians. I hope to
see you there!
The second exciting event
is the return of the father
son day on April 14th.
With the pandemic, these
great bonding events were

Lisa Lake
Health & Safety Committee

Health & Safety

Water Safety and Spring Thaw
Thankfully, spring has just arrived
and with warmer temperatures,
people look forward to getting
outdoors. Warmer temperatures,
however, also usually bring rain,
melting snow, and shifting ice
which can contribute to higher, faster-flowing water. This is
especially true when ice is grey
in appearance as this indicates
the presence of water. The fun of
building snow forts and tunnels
during the frozen winter months
becomes dangerous with the rising
temperatures and melting snow.
The heavy weight of the snow can
easily cause these structures to
collapse.

paused and it is exciting
to see them return, once
again!
The third special event in
April, that we are really excited about, is the
black-tie gala fundraiser
on April 23 at the National Club in Toronto. We
have a really exciting and
lively evening lined up for
everyone. This will be a
great way to connect with
other families. We hope
you are able to attend!

exciting events are a great
way to connect with other
Academy families and
school faculty.
We look forward to seeing
you in April!

It certainly feels like a
long time ago that we
were all able to get together in person! These

The ground remains frozen and
local rivers, streams, and lakes
are partially covered in ice. With
warmer weather, comes melting
snow and potential rain which
will contribute to higher water
levels and increased flows in local
watercourses. As well, slippery
and unstable stream banks and
extremely cold-water temperatures
can also lead to very hazardous
and dangerous conditions close to
any body of water.
Be safe this spring and remember
the following tips:
Keep family and
pets away from the
edges of all bodies of
water.
Avoid all recreational activities in or
around water.

Where you can, move objects such
as chairs or benches away from the
water’s edge to avoid losing them
during the spring thaw.
Clear a path away from storm
drains on or near your property for the melting snow to easily
drain.
Check your downspouts, catch
basins, and eaves troughs and
make sure they are clear and able
to drain away from your home to
prevent flooding and damage to
your foundation.

Supporting The Academy
Robert Land Academy is a not-for-profit organization. School fees cover the costs to
operate the school however additional programming, capital improvements and the
Founder’s Scholarship Fund are funded solely through donations.
RLA is currently raising funds for three major campaigns: The Founder’s Scholarship
Fund; The Building Potential Fund for capital improvements; and this year’s signature
campaign The Science Lab.

Founder’s
Scholarship
Fund

All support, by attending events or donating directly to the school, is warmly
appreciated and allows us to help our students reach their full potential in all areas of
their lives.
Please visit

www.GiveToRLA.ca

for more information on each of the campaigns or to make a donation to the school.
RLA is a not-for-profit organization and donations are eligible for charitable tax
receipts.
Robert Land Academy
6727 South Chippawa Rd
West Lincoln, ON L0R 2J0
Charitable registration #: 123350886
RR 0001

The Signature Campaign - New Science Lab

As modern technologies emerge,
and new science curricula are
developed, our students have a
critical need for the understanding
of science. Updating the current

lab facilities will allow our science
department to more fully meet
the educational needs of the next
generations of students and make
science an exciting and engaging
subject for all students.

This project will ensure that the
new science classes are able to
enjoy high quality science demonstrations and experiential learning
in a safe, modern, and up to date
laboratory environment.
RLA teachers always provide the
best academic programs to our
students and a new science lab
will enhance their ability to offer
science students improved achievement in mathematics and science,
increased awareness of engineering, understanding of and ability to
do engineering design, and in-

creased technological literacy.
The goal for the 2021-2022 Signature Campaign is to raise $150,000
to build a state-of-the-art science
lab. RLA’s science department is
currently working with Canadian
Scientific Lab Systems to provide a
proposal for a new lab.
Thanks to the generous support of
parents, including a single gift of
more than $27,000, as well as the
work of the Family Guild, we have
reached almost half of our goal.
For more information on how your
gift can help RLA students discover
STEM education and the benefits
it provides, or for information on
donor recognition, please contact
Sarah Whitaker, swhitaker@rla.ca
or 905-386-6203 ext 228.

Alumni

RLA demonstrated hard work & focus pay off

Justin Charles
2001-2002
I joined RLA for a repeat of my
OAC year in 2001-2. Prior to that,
my parents had separated and I was
drinking, partying and doing other
things I shouldn’t have…too much.
My grades started slipping and I
had dropped out of highschool.
Then my parents asked me if I was
interested in RLA.
I needed a kick in the pants. I definitely found it at RLA.
However, RLA did not fix me. It is
not a magic pill: I still had issues.
However, it did give me structure,
stability and a vision of my potential. I did graduate: as Aide de
Camp with a 94% average. I am
still the only student to rise to a top
3 position in his first year in the
school’s history.
RLA only showed me what I could
achieve. After I graduated, it was
a constant struggle to hold on to
that vision that I was so proud of.
My friends wanted the old Justin,
so that’s all they saw. I continued
to struggle socially as I had before
RLA. My grades started slipping as
they had before RLA. As all of these
things stacked up, it made it easy
to see RLA as an aberration and it
made it easy to slip back into old
habits.
For a long time, I didn’t attribute
the achievements at RLA to my
own ability. Over-time I started minimising them: attaining the rank
of Aide de Camp was just luck and
my high grades were not because I

was studying and clean but because
I had done those courses before. I
even started separating RLA and
‘the real world’ to minimise anything else attributed to it.
It was only this past year, at a time
that I was at my lowest, that I realised how much I turned away from
my successes at RLA. I heard that
the RLA Old Boys were invited to
run the Fall Ex again and I signed
up. Of course, after so much time, I
was more than a little trepidatious.
However when I started talking and
connecting with the students, all
of that melted away and by the end
of the weekend I was walking tall
again. Proud, again.
Even more importantly about that
experience was, when I opened
up to the other old boys about my
experiences since I was a student,
I realised I was not the only one
to struggle since. I felt connected.
Across 5 decades of old boys, we
all connected. Each of us share an
innate connection to one another
through our own experiences at
RLA: a unique, weird, special place
where, for anyone who has not
been a student there, it is difficult
to fully express the experiences and
memories we hold.
On some level, I already knew that
others had ups and downs: over
the years, I have run into some of
my old mates. Always randomly:
at university; on the TTC; at poker
nights; even at the ROM. Most are
up, some are down and, sadly, some
have passed on. RLA is not a magic
pill.

As I finish up writing this, I’m
asking myself: what is the purpose
of your writing Justin? This is not
meant to be a sob story. I have a
good life and RLA was a monumental part of my journey that
changed me forever for the better.
Is it a mid-life crisis story? Perhaps:
in a way I was having a crisis of self.
No: this article is a call out to the
other old boys of RLA. I want to
share my experience so you don’t
feel alone. You are going to have
ups. You are going to have downs.
You will always have support if you
reach for it.
RLA is a place that nurtures
self-discipline, self-respect, and
self-determination but don’t let that
‘self ’ part make you think you need
to go it alone. You (the ‘self ’) can
always ask for help

RCAC Report

Cadets set sights on markmanship competition
JT Lewis
Civilian Instructor
The cadets of 2968 RCAC are
getting a chance to show off their
marksmanship skills in an upcoming zone competition.
Beginning soon, chosen cadets will
be competing in the NGTA (Niagara and Greater Toronto Area zone)
Phase 2 Marksmanship Competition.
The shoot is a “mail in” shoot, the
cadets will be shooting their competition targets locally at the academy, then they will be mailed in to
CFB Borden to be recorded.
“Our cadets will be competing
against cadets from around NGTA,
if they do well, they will be able to
compete in the Phase #3 Central
Region (Ontario) competition in
May at CFB Trenton,” said Capt.
Leo Giovenazzo, commanding officer 2968 RCAC.
Giovenazzo has been around this
area competition for a lot of years,

and this is the first time he is aware
of that cadets from 2968 RCAC will
be participating in the competition.
A junior team of two cadets and a
senior team of three cadets will be
entering the competition.
Currently the team is still being
chosen, the competition will be
completed with targets mailed in by
the end of April 2022.

“It’s very important that our boys
have this opportunity to compete,”
Giovenazzo said. “It creates team
cohesiveness and is a boost for their
morale.”
“It also gives the cadets a sense of
accomplishment to try out for a
team and succeed in making the
team,” he said.

Hey Alumni!
Don’t Miss your Chance to Come Back to RLA.

May 27 - May 29
Lots of activities are planned for alumni to connect, or re-connect, with other alumni;
compete with current staff and students; and celebrate the Alumni Legacy Project.
$70 for the weekend, includes a jersey. Family are free.
Visit www.RLA.ca and go the Alumni Page for more information about the event
and accommodations, and to register

Thank You

Your support makes it possible for Robert Land
Academy to provide our students with experiences
and opportunities that enhance their education and
teach leadership, resiliency, and confidence.
We warmly appreciate every gift to the Academy
and every supporter of the school and our mission.

Gifts to the Academy This Academic Year
Up To $500
Corrie Ortega
Paul Strathdee
Luc Mongeau
Sherry Spark
Mike Maislin
Karyn Otterman
Debra Dallas
Ondrej Slunecko
Anonymous
Anonymous

Muriel Currie
Lynn Ashkewe
Nick Deshpande
Gregori Soummer
Lawrence Hudson

$500 Up To $1000
Jerry Kennedy
Cynthia Russel
JL Brands Production
Trevor Hassel
Paula Stamp

Ling Liang
John Kim
Anonymous
Jack Fox

$1000 Up To $10000
Ralph Niederwieser
Ellen Rosen
RBC
Michael Maislin
Michael Dallas-Petersen
Lisa and Steve Thompson

Major (Retired) Bob Sears
Rob Christopher
Timson Okah
Keith Watts
Adrienne McLennan
Calvin Barry

$10,000 And Up
Roger Singh
Anonymous
The Aubrey & Marla Dan Foundation

Daniele Carrozza
The Staff of RLA

